DREAM OF
MUSIC
BRIDGING GENERATIONAL GAPS

ABOUT
Dream Of Music (DOM) that bridges
generational gaps through artist panel
workshops, music lessons, and live
recording sessions. DOM is an after-school
music program that offers a platform for
music artists of all generations to engage in
constructive dialogue while contributing to
teachable moments. DOM seeks to inspire
bridging the inter-generational divide that
is pervasive throughout today's culture
creating a disconnect. Our goal is to engage
and cultivate stronger relationships
between older and newer music artists and
to encourage a respectful creative
environment. Once an even exchange for
teaching and learning has been
accomplished, the group will then work
together to record a new collective sound of
music.

SCOPE

Goal - DOM seeks partnerships with HOBMFF, Vh1 Save The
Music, and ASCAP for access to younger student artists, music
legends, venue studio spaces, studio equipment, and music
instrument donations for live performances and music
production.
Deliverables - The music program is a 2 day event taking place
in May (Q2) and Aug (Q3) once a year beginning 2020.
Costs - Costs will be covered from LA city grants (ideally).
Cost allocations will be distributed to owner, music artists,
partnerships, and total costs for each event.
Tasks - Secure partnerships, sponsorships, donations, and
funding; finalize program to meet all party standards and
satisfaction; and confirm venue studio locations along with
cost estimates.
Timeline - Partnerships and finalization of pilot program and
secured funding (ideally) by Jan 2020. DOM pilot program to
execute (ideally) in Spring of 2020 (Q2).

OBJECTIVE

Dream of music that inspires a new sound created by music
artists from all generations. We seek to bridge the
generational gap by strengthening relationships to create art. At
DOM we are aiming to solve the problem of the generational
divide within music. All generations have the potential to learn
and create incredible music together. Many have argued that
some of today's music does not satisfy the standards of music
legends from the past. Some have also expressed the
disproportion between utilizing live instrumentation versus
sound engineering. Furthermore, it is said that the lyrical content
in some of today's music lacks love, respect, and honor. The
younger generations may rebuttal statements of change in
culture and influences of digital technology. This is where DOM
steps in. DOM offers a creative environment that welcomes open
and honest dialogue, cultivates relationship building, and
presents live songwriting and music recording sessions.

OUTCOME
Through the rich history of
music, it has the power to close
generational gaps by teaching
music students the importance
of infusing multi-generational
sounds and practices while
offering tools to empower
music artists of all ages to work
together collectively.

If you have inquiries
or seek interest to
discuss further, please
contact:
Owner
Tanisha Pitts
TanishaLPitts@gmail.com
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